
LINUX MTD READ WRITE AND THINK

For example, one may use SquashFS as it compresses data quite well. But think twice before using mtdblock in
read-write mode. And don't try to use it on NAND.

The whole eraseblock has to be erased before it becomes possible to re-write its contents. This is wrong in
most cases. A bad block aware block device was therefore required. With these devices, you have no details
about the erase block size and about the wear leveling algorithm. At Bootlin, we have contributed a utility to
create such an image. This allows to choose the wear leveling and block management scheme that best
matches the various characteristics of the system. Block devices support 2 main operations - read a whole
block and write a whole block. There are two ways of using JFFS2 on a flash partition. So callers have to call
unpoint soon after to release the chip again. Regenerating the table on each boot takes a considerable amount
of time as the whole NAND has to be scanned and usually an on-nand BBT is used. Blocks on hard drives
typically do not become bad, because hardware has mechanisms to substitute bad blocks, at least in modern
LBA disks. YAFFS2, thanks to improvements in the last years, shows very good if not best performance in
many test scenarios. There was an effort to get it mainlined about one year ago, but this attempt failed because
the changes the kernel maintainers asked for would have broken the portability to other operating systems, and
therefore would have compromised the project business model. This mechanism requires a few free PEBs to
work efficiently, and this overhead makes UBI less appropriate for small devices with just a few MB of space.
If you have a power failure when the eraseblock is being erased, you lose all the block device sectors in it. It
emulates block devices over MTD devices. And last, but not least, mtdblock does not do any wear-leveling or
bit-flips handling. It makes it possible to use the same API when working with different flash types and
technologies, e. The user space tests are compiled automatically when compiling mtd-utils , but are not
installed by default. This table can be either regenerated every time the device starts up or it can be persisted
on the NAND chip itself. But the corresponding drivers are very old and not maintained very much. Therefore,
the clean way to manipulate MTD devices is through the character interface, and using the mtd-utils
commands. This is very straightforward. You can then fill the partition by writing data into it.


